This paper deals with limitations and often overlooked sources of error introduced in compact doublebeam goniophotometers. It is shown that relative errors in measured radiance factor, comparable to the total measurement uncertainty, can be introduced if recommended corrections are not carried out. Two different error sources are investigated, both related to the size of the detection solid angle. The first is a geometrical error that occurs when the size of the illuminated area and detector aperture are comparable to the distance between them. The second is a convolution error due to variations in radiant flux over the detector aperture, which is quantified by simulating the full 3D bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) of a set of samples with different degrees of anisotropic reflectance. The evaluation is performed for a compact double-beam goniophotometer using different detection solid angles, and it is shown that both error sources introduce relative errors of 1%-3%, depending on viewing angle and optical properties of the sample. Commercially available compact goniophotometers, capable of absolute measurements, are becoming more and more common, and the findings in this paper are therefore important for anyone using or planning to use this type of instrument.
Introduction
A spectral goniophotometer is an instrument that can perform spectrally resolved measurements of light reflected or transmitted in different directions for different angles of incidence. Angle resolved reflectance and transmittance measurements are of great interest in many scientific fields; for example, where there is light scattering in turbid media, such as paper [1] [2] [3] and biological tissue [4, 5] . Goniophotometric measurements are also used when characterizing gonioapparent materials, that is, materials that exhibit a shift in color depending on the illumination and viewing angle [6, 7] , such as coatings with pearlescent or metallic pigments used within the automotive and packaging industry [8] .
Computer graphics is another field where goniophotometric measurements are of interest, when developing models for realistic rendering of complex materials under different viewing and illumination conditions.
Goniophotometric reflectance measurements are often presented in terms of the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF), which is a fundamental quantity from which the reflectance under any geometric configuration can be derived. The BRDF is by definition a differential quantity 1559-128X/14/061212-09$15.00/0 © 2014 Optical Society of America corresponding to infinitesimal illumination and detection solid angles. It can therefore not be directly measured since a real measurement situation inevitably involves finite-sized detection and illumination solid angles in terms of detector apertures and beam cross sections. To obtain accurate BRDF measurements, the solid angles must be kept as small as possible. Accurate instruments at metrology institutes use large detector-sample distances and small apertures and can carry out highly directional BRDF measurements [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , some with detection half-angles well below 1°. On the other hand, commercially available benchtop-sized spectral goniophotometers, capable of performing absolute BRDF measurements, are becoming more common. Due to the compact size, the distance between the sample and detector is significantly smaller, resulting in relatively large detection solid angles. Compensating for the smaller distance by decreasing the detector aperture can only be done to a certain point in order to maintain a good signal-to-noise ratio. The reduced distance between detector and sample makes approximate expressions for the radiative transfer between sample and detector (in terms of projected solid angle) less valid, and a geometrical correction is therefore needed. This correction is in most cases negligible for highly accurate reference instruments [11, 12] , but it might be significant in more compact commercial instruments. Larger detection solid angles also introduce convolution errors, that is, errors due to variation of the measured quantity over the detector aperture, which can be significant even for measurements on diffusely reflecting samples due to anisotropic scattering.
The aim of the present work is to estimate the error introduced in absolute BRDF measurements due to a finite-sized detection solid angle. Two different effects are investigated, the geometrical error caused by not applying a correction for the finitesized areas and the convolution error caused by anisotropic scattering over the detector aperture. The purpose is to deduce under what circumstances/ conditions these errors are significant, in relation to other error components typically present in a measurement system.
Definitions and Approximations in BRDF Measurements
The BRDF f r is defined as [14] f r θ i ; ϕ i ; θ r ; ϕ r dL r θ i ; ϕ i ; θ r ; ϕ r dE i θ i ; ϕ i ;
where dL r θ i ; ϕ i ; θ r ; ϕ r is the differential radiance reflected in the direction θ r ; ϕ r and differential solid angle dω r , originating from the differential irradiance dE i impinging on area element dA i from a direction θ i ; ϕ i ; see Fig. 1 . Since the BRDF is a differential quantity, several approximations have to be made in a real measurement situation.
A first approximation, related to the finite size of the illumination solid angle, is to substitute dL r with the total radiance:
Integrating over the illumination solid angle ω i , that is, over all angles of incidence, and assuming that f r is constant over ω i we get
which is the defining equation for the more general radiance coefficient q L r ∕E i , a quantity defined for any kind of illumination geometry [15] . Approximating the differential fluxes and areas with their finite counterparts, the irradiance E i and reflected radiance L r are given by
where Φ i is the total incident flux (watts), and Φ r is the flux measured over the detection solid angle ω d , that is, the solid angle subtended by the detector when viewed from the sample plane. For a setup where the entire illuminated area is within the detector's field of view, the BRDF is then Fig. 1 . Defining angles for bidirectional reflectance. Light incident from θ i ; ϕ i and contained within the differential solid angle dω i is reflected from a surface element dA i along the direction θ r ; ϕ r and into the differential solid angle dω r .
using ω d A d ∕r 2 , where r is the distance from the center of the detector aperture A d to the center of the illuminated surface.
A double-beam instrument assesses the BRDF by measuring the reflectance ρ Φ r ∕Φ i , which for a detection solid angle ω d is given by the surface integral
where r and θ are spherical coordinates and S the area that is subtended by ω d . With increasing size of the illuminated area and detector aperture, the approximation in Eq. (6) 
where θ r and θ d are the angles between the surface normalsn i andn d and the position vector (of length r) connecting surface elements dA i and dA d ; see Fig. 2 . The double integral depends only on the measurement geometry and is related to the view factor used in radiative transfer theory, which under the Lambertian approximation is given by [16] 
The reflected flux is then given by Φ r L r F A i −A d πA i , and the corrected expression for the BRDF becomes
Method
The error introduced by using a finite-sized detection solid angle is estimated by taking two effects into account, geometrical error caused by the approximation in Eq. (6) and the effect of nonconstant radiance over the detector aperture due to anisotropic scattering, where the latter is evaluated by full 3D BRDF simulations of different anisotropic materials. The estimated errors are then compared against other sources of error typically present in a measurement system, both random and systematic. The random error sources are estimated by establishing an error budget for a commercial spectral goniophotometer, whereas a comparative study with a reference instrument is conducted in order to estimate the remaining systematic errors. It should be pointed out that the purpose with the comparative study is not to determine the accuracy of absolute measurements with this particular instrument but to estimate the magnitude of the systematic errors that might be introduced in nonideal measurement situations.
A. Geometrical Error
The geometrical error is defined as the relative error in BRDF that is introduced by using Eq. (6) instead of the corrected expression in Eq. (10). The error is calculated for a setup using a small (5 mm × 5 mm), medium (15 mm × 15 mm), and large (25 mm × 25 mm) detector aperture, positioned with its center at a distance of 90.95 mm from the center of a 7 mm × 8 mm illuminated area. The view factor in Eq. (9) is calculated for viewing angles 0 ≤ θ r ≤ 75°, where the double integral over the two surfaces is calculated by numerical integration.
B. Convolution Error
So far, we have assumed that the radiance is constant over the extent of the detector aperture.
To estimate the convolution error due to anisotropic scattering, the full 3D BRDF for different materials exhibiting anisotropic bulk scattering is calculated by using the DORT2002 simulation tool [17] . The medium parameters, in terms of scattering and absorption coefficients, are estimated from d∕0 reflectance measurements according to [18] and are then used to calculate the full BRDF f r θ i ; ϕ i ; θ r ; ϕ r . A measurement is simulated by calculating the surface integral in Eq. (7) for different detector apertures ω d and viewing angles θ r , which gives the measured reflectance ρ. The measured BRDF, given by f r;m ρ∕ cos θ r ω d , is compared with the bidirectional value f r and the difference, in terms of the relative error, gives the convolution error.
C. Material
The samples used for simulating the effect of anisotropic scattering on the measurement uncertainty due to a finite-sized detector aperture are given in Table 1 . The first sample, SRS, is a diffuse reflectance standard (Spectralon SRS-99, LabSphere, Inc.) with a nominal 8∕d reflectance of 0.99. M1-M3 are paper samples with basis weight 30 g∕m 2 , where M1 contains no filler or dye, M2 contains dye (thereby absorbing light in the wavelength range 550-700 nm) but no filler, and M3 contains filler but no dye; see [19] for details. The medium parameters for the Spectralon sample have been estimated by fitting simulated reflectance values to angular resolved 45∕θ reflectance measurements, whereas the estimation method described in [18] has been used for the paper samples.
D. Comparative Measurements
In order to estimate the magnitude of systematic errors that might be present in a nonideal measurement situation, comparative BRDF measurements of a Spectralon diffuse reflectance standard are carried out. Measurements conducted with a commercial spectral goniophotometer at Mid Sweden University (MSU) are compared with measurements with a highly accurate reference instrument at the National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) [10] . Identical measurement conditions are not possible to obtain due to the design of the instruments. The Spectralon reflectance standard is, however, regarded as being highly uniform, and eventual differences in illuminated and detected area of the sample are assumed to be of less significance in the comparison. In order to measure the Spectralon standard with the MSU instrument, the sample holder had to be modified, which affects, for example, the accuracy in the determined detector-to-sample distance, and systematic errors are most likely introduced.
Measurements at MSU
As representative of a benchtop spectral goniophotometer, a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 spectrophotometer with an ARTA goniophotometer accessory from OMT Solutions BV is used. Using monochromatic light and an angle of incidence of θ i 45°, the reflected light is measured at viewing angles θ r ranging from −75°to 75°, in steps of 5°. The size of the illuminated area is 5 mm × 8 mm at normal incidence, and all measurements are confined to the plane of incidence. The goniophotometer is a double-beam instrument, allowing simultaneous [14] β f r · π;
where f r is calculated according to Eq. (6). Measurements at positive and negative angles of incidence are averaged in order to minimize errors due to angular misalignment. The final value of the radiance factor is taken as the average of five repeated measurements. A more detailed description of the ARTA goniophotometer accessory can be found in [20] and in Appendix A.
Measurements at NRCC
BRDF measurements with the NRCC instrument use an overfilled detector, where the illuminated area is larger than the detector's field of view, as opposed to the MSU goniophotometer, where the detected area is larger than the illuminated. A radiometer is used to measure both the incident and reflected radiance, and the irradiance is calculated by knowledge of the illumination solid angle in terms of aperture of light source and distance to sample. The Spectralon sample is measured using an angle of incidence of θ i 45°and viewing angles θ r ranging from −85°to 85°, in steps of 2.5°. A more detailed description of the NRCC goniophotometer can be found in [10] .
E. Measurement Uncertainty
The most readily accessible uncertainty components of the MSU measurements, evaluated according to [21] at a wavelength λ 580 nm and with a 45°/ 45°measurement geometry, are given in Table 2 .
The first three components describe the uncertainty in measured reflectance, whereas the last three are geometrical uncertainties. From Eqs. (11) and (6), the relative combined standard uncertainty of the radiance factor β is given by
where ρ is the measured reflectance Φ r ∕Φ i , and uρ is the corresponding uncertainty given by the first three components in Table 2 ; see Appendix A for details.
Results
In the following sections, measurement situations using small, medium, and large detection solid angles are analyzed, which correspond to detection half-angles 1.6°, 4.7°, and 7.9°, respectively.
A. Geometrical Error
The geometrical error ranges from 1% to 3% for medium and large detector apertures and is of the same order as the total measurement uncertainty. The geometrical error, obtained by using the projected solid angle according to Eq. (6) instead of the view factor in Eq. (10), is shown in Fig. 3 for different viewing angles. Without correction the BRDF is underestimated, and by comparison with the estimated measurement uncertainty in Table 2 , we see that the error is of the same order as the total measurement uncertainty u c β∕β when using a mediumsized aperture and much larger when using a large aperture.
B. Convolution Error
The convolution error has the largest impact at grazing viewing angles and is for paper samples 0.5%-1.0% at θ r > 65°, for both forward-and backscattering measurements. For large detector apertures, the corresponding error is 1%-3%. The relative error is most significant for the paper samples with low total reflectance level and high anisotropy and less significant for the highly reflective and isotropic Spectralon sample. The calculated BRDFs of the different materials are shown in Fig. 4 , for an angle of incidence of 45°and wavelength 580 nm. The reflectance of the Spectralon sample is relatively isotropic, except at grazing viewing angles, whereas the paper samples exhibit a pronounced forward scattering and high anisotropy. The convolution error obtained by integrating over a medium-sized aperture (half-detection angle of 4.7°) is shown in Fig. 5 . The convolution error depends on both the degree of anisotropy and the total reflectance of the sample. For Spectralon, the error is 3 . Relative error in measured BRDF when using the projected solid angle instead of view factor as geometric configuration factor, for a small (5 mm × 5 mm), medium (15 mm × 15 mm), and large (25 mm × 25 mm) detector aperture. The resulting error is of the same order as the overall measurement uncertainty already for medium-sized apertures.
Fig. 4. BRDF of Spectralon (SRS) and paper samples (M1-M3).
The BRDF of a perfect reflecting diffuser (shaded semicircle) has been included for reference. The paper samples exhibit aniostropic reflectance with a pronounced forward scattering. practically zero, except at grazing viewing angles. For the paper samples, the error grows more rapidly as the viewing angle θ r increases. For θ r > 65°, the BRDF is underestimated by at least 0.5% for all paper samples. The differences between the paper samples are more due to differences in total reflectance than in anisotropy. Although the paper sample containing dye (M2) is the most anisotropic, the larger error is mostly caused by its low total reflectance. The influence of the size of the detector aperture is shown in Fig. 6 , where the calculations of the convolution error have been carried out using three different aperture sizes corresponding to detection half-angles 1.6°(small), 4.7°(medium), and 7.9°( large). The small aperture results in virtually no convolution error, whereas a large aperture results in relative errors as high as 2%-3% for paper sample M2 and at grazing viewing angles.
C. Comparative Measurements
The results show that the remaining systematic source of error in the MSU measurements is almost 10%. The major part of the error is most likely systematic errors introduced by the modifications of the sample holder. The difference corresponds, for example, to an underestimation of the detector-to-sample distance by 2.3%. The results show that in comparison with the geometrical and convolution error, systematic errors introduced by the user of the instrument can easily dominate the total measurement error. The comparative measurements are shown in Fig. 7 for λ 580 nm. The geometrical error in the MSU measurements has been corrected for, and the error bars correspond to the expanded uncertainty 2u c β. The same difference is obtained for all wavelengths analyzed.
Conclusions
The influence of a finite-sized detection solid angle on absolute bidirectional reflectance measurements with a compact benchtop-sized goniophotometer has been investigated by analyzing two possible error sources. The results show that if not corrected for, geometrical errors of 1%-3% are introduced in measurements using moderate or large detection solid angles, which is of the same order as the total measurement uncertainty. Furthermore, it was found that convolution errors due to anisotropic reflectance can give rise to relative errors of 0.5%-3% when measuring paper samples at grazing viewing angles, where the errors are largest for samples with low reflectance and high degree of anisotropy. These findings show to what extent absolute measurements with this type of instruments are reliable and when to instead rely on relative measurements. A prerequisite is that other remaining systematic errors have been corrected for, as shown in a comparative study. The findings are of importance for anyone using or planning to Fig. 6 . Relative error in measured BRDF of (a) Spectralon (SRS) and (b) paper sample (M2), due to anisotropic scattering over detection solid angle. The error is calculated for a small (1.6°), medium (4.7°), and large (7.9°) detection half-angle. The error is virtually zero when using the small aperture, whereas a large aperture results in relative errors as large as 2%-3% at grazing viewing angles. Observe the different scales of the vertical axes. Fig. 7 . Comparison between NRC and MSU measurements on a Spectralon diffuse reflectance standard, at λ 580 nm and θ i 45°. The remaining systematic source of error, after geometrical correction, is ≈10% and is most likely introduced by the modifications of the sample holder.
use this category of instrument for absolute BRDF measurements, especially when measuring materials with significant anistotropic reflectance.
Appendix A: Measurement Uncertainty Components
The expression for the relative combined standard uncertainty of measured radiance factor in Eq. (12) is derived by following the procedures recommended by the Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology [21] . The uncertainty in measured reflectance is given by the first three components in Table 2 , according to
A detailed description of the individual uncertainty components listed in Table 2 is given in the following sections.
Repeatability
The reflectance ρ is calculated by averaging over positive and negative angles of incidence in order to minimize effects of angular misalignment, and the repeatability is calculated as the pooled standard deviation of the measurements. For a total of 2N 6 repeated measurements, three at positive incidence and three at negative, the uncertainty is given by
where s is the standard deviation of measurements at positive incidence, s − at negative incidence and N 3. The overall signal level at a specific wavelength and viewing angle depends on both the spectral power distribution of the light source and the spectral response of the detector, and the viewing angle and the uncertainty due to repeatability vary accordingly, which is shown in Fig. 8 . At a wavelength λ 580 nm and angles θ i ; θ r 45°; 45°, the standard uncertainty is uρ Rep 0.7 · 10 −3 %R.
Stray Light
Stray light can give rise to two types of errors. The first effect is that light can be scattered away from the detector, resulting in an underestimation of the reflectance. By performing an instrument signature scan with a small detector aperture, the dispersion of the beam at the detector plane is assessed and the detector aperture during the 100% baseline scan of the sample beam is set large enough to make this effect negligible.
The second effect is unwanted light scattered into the detector aperture due to reflections at the sample compartment walls or from ambient light. This effect is corrected for by a dark signal reading prior to each measurement. Stray light caused by the presence of the sample holder and sample is estimated by reflectance measurements with the detector positioned behind a highly reflective white target, so that it is only receiving light reflected from the compartment walls. The stray light detected was found to be uρ Stray ≤ 2.4 · 10 −3 %R.
Detector Nonlinearity
Photomultiplier tubes are generally regarded as having good linearity over the entire dynamic range, linear to within 1%-2% for several decades [22] . Due to the large difference in intensity between the reference beam and sample beam, an internal attenuator [neutral density (ND)-filter with a nominal transmittance of 0.1%] is used to decrease the intensity of the reference beam, reducing eventual errors due to nonlinearities. A relative uncertainty in measured reflectance due to nonlinearity of uρ NL ∕ρ 1% is therefore considered to be a safe estimate. At a wavelength λ 580 nm and angles θ i ; θ r 45°; 45°, the corresponding standard uncertainty is then uρ NL 6.0 · 10 −3 %R. The corresponding error for instruments that do not compensate for the large intensity difference is most likely larger.
Detector-Sample Distance and Detector Aperture Area
Using instrument specifications, the distance between the detector aperture and the surface of the sample is 90.95 0.3 mm. Assuming rectangular probability distribution and a perfectly flat surface, the standard uncertainty is given by ur 0.3∕ 3 p ≈ 0.17 mm. For the comparative measurements, an additional systematic error is also most likely introduced, reducing the accuracy of the estimation.
The uncertainty in detector aperture is given by
where h and w are the height and width of the rectangular aperture. The height of the detector aperture is fixed and specified to be h 15.5 0.1 mm, Fig. 8 . Repeatability of reflectance measurements on a Spectralon reflectance target with a nominal 8∕d reflectance factor of 0.99. The relative standard deviation is calculated from N 5 measurements, for different wavelengths and viewing angles and using the instrument settings described in Section 3.D.
and the uncertainty becomes uh 0.1∕ 3 p ≈ 0.058 mm. The width of the aperture is adjusted with two micrometer heads and the uncertainty is normally determined by their accuracy and readout error. However, due to temporarily malfunctioning micrometer heads, backlash and zero errors dominate the uncertainty and the width is estimated to be w 14.35 0.20 mm with a standard uncertainty of uw 0.2∕ 3 p ≈ 0.12 mm. From Eq. (A3), the resulting standard uncertainty in detector area is then uA d 2.0 mm.
Viewing Angle
The uncertainty in illumination and viewing angles is determined by the accuracy of the absolute positioning of the rotation stages used for rotating the sample holder and detector and by the precision in alignment of the components. The different misalignments are illustrated in Fig. 9 , where rotational misalignment is the combined effect of sample holder skewness, offset in zero position, and so forth, and translational misalignment is caused by inaccuracies in the custom-made sample holder. For positive incidence, the viewing angle is given by θ r θ d − θ s α ϵ, where θ d and θ s are the absolute rotation angles of the detector and sample holder, and α and ϵ are the errors due to rotational and translational misalignment.
Averaging over positive and negative angles of incidence, the rotational error is canceled and the standard uncertainty in viewing angle is given by
where the factor 2 comes from the fact that a measurement consists of two readings, at positive and negative incidence. Using instrument specifications and assuming rectangular probability distribution, the standard uncertainty components of the rotation angles are uθ d 0.2∕ 3 p 0.12°and uθ s 0.023∕ 3 p 0.013°. The final uncertainty component, uϵ, is estimated from measurements on a black mirror by detecting the deviation of the specular reflection from the ideal specular direction, θ r θ i , for pairwise measurements using positive and negative angles of incidence. For viewing angles up to 75°, a safe estimate of the standard uncertainty is uϵ 0.16°. From Eq. (A4), the standard uncertainty in viewing angle then becomes uθ r 0.14°.
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